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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

REGION II 
101 MARIETTA ST., N.W., SUITE 3100 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303

The enclosed supplement to Bulletin No. 79-14 is forwarded to you to 

provide added guidance on the intent of the Bulletin. If you desire 

additional information regarding this matter, please contact this 

office.  

Sincerely, 

James P. O'Reilly 
Director

Enclosures: 
1. Supplement 2 to IE Bulletin 

No. 79-14 
2. List of IE Bulletins Issued 

in the Last Six Months
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SEISMIC ANALYJS ia AsNBUILT SAIFZI-U•AIKD PIPINM 837r3=s 

Description of Cirrusmtances: 

II. Bulletin No. 79-14 was issued an July 2, revised on July IS, and first supplemeated OR August 15, 1979. The bulletin requested licensees to take certain actions to verify that seismic analyses are applicable to as-built plants. Spplement 2 provides the following additional guidance with regard to implementation of the bulletin requirements: 

Nonconformances 

One way of satsfying the req urements of the bulletin is to Inspect safetyrelated piping systems against the specific revisions of drawings which were used as input to the seimic analysis. Same architect-engineers (A-W) however, are recouending that their customers inspect these systes against the latest revision, of the drawings and mark them 8s necessary to define the as-built configuration of the systems. These drawings are then returned to the AE's offices for comparism by the analyst to the seismic aalyis Input. For licensers toki this approach., the seismic analyst viii be the person "ho will identify nonconfozuances.  

?he first suppePne to the bulletin provided guidance with regard to evaluation of mnoconforgance= . 1t guidance is apppriate for licensees inspecting against later drawings. The licensee should assure that be is presptly notified when the At identifies a nonconfozmnce, that the initial engineering judpont Is cnpleted in two days and that the analytical eunineering evaluation is completed in 30 days. If either the engineering judgement or the analytical engineering evaluation indicates that aystm operability is in jeopardy, the licensee is ezpected to met the applicoble tecbnical specification action 
statement.  

Visual Auprozimationu 

Sam, licensees are visually estimating pipe lengths and other inspection elviments, and have not; documested which data have been obtained in thet way.  Visual estimiation of dimensions Is not encouraged for mest measurements; however, where visual etiimates are used, the accuracy of estimattoe iset be within toleronce requirements. Further, in docum•tin the data, the licensee smst specifically identify those data that were visally estimated.
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hermal Iaulatiom 

In many areas, thermal insulatioen interferes With inspection of pipe aupr details, I.e. attachment welds, sadIles, support comtras• ta, etc. un a areas, the presence of thermal insulation my result -is umacceptably large uncertainties for deteramation of the lOcation of pipe supports.  

Were thermal Insulation obstzocts inspection Of Support detailat the Insulation should be removed for inspection of a minimm of 101 of the obstructed pipe supports in both Item 2 sad 3 inspections. In the lin 3 responses the licensee should include a schedule for inspect 154 the remaining supports.  

Wbere necessary to determne the location of pipe supports to an accuracy within design tolerances, thernl msulation mnst be removed.  

Clearances 

For exposed attachmemnts and penetratioms, licensees are expected to measure or estimate clearances between piping and supports. integral piping attachments (e.g. lu s ad gussets) and supports, sad piping and penetrations. Licensees are not expected to do any disassa~ly to measure clearances.  
Loose Bolts 
Loose anchor bolts are not covered by this bulletin, but are owered by I bulletin ft. 79-02. Any loose anchor bolts identified during actions taken for this bulletin should bedispouitioned iunder the requrements of iulletin Mo. 79-02.  
Other loose bolts are to be treated as noncoefognmafej if they invalidate the seismic analysis; however, torqmiUng of bolts is not reqired.  

Difficult Access 

Areas where Inspections are require4 by the bulletin but are censidered Iebacsical eno with the reector smhtdon, should be addressed on a case by case basis. Information concerning the burde of performing tbe inspection and the safety -q-ence Of not performing the impectiom should be docuiented by the licensee and forwarded for staff reviev.  

Schdule 
The schedule for the action sad reporting requirements given in the Bulletin as originally issued remains unchangd.


